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A PhD can be very personal and lonely, however, I have not experienced it in that way thanks to all the people surrounding me, inside and outside the university. The COSY group has become a second home to me, I have seen many people come and go, but I have always enjoyed it and above all it has given me the opportunity to make many amazing friends. It is with pain in my heart that I have to leave this place. In this last part of my thesis I want to express my gratitude to everybody who has helped me directly and indirectly to produce this book.

First of all, I would like to express my gratitude to my supervisors Erwin and Gijs, the super team, that gave me the opportunity to continue with my AFS machine (or acoustic pushing by that time), without having direct funding for this project. After four different temporal contracts, also Gijs got lost and almost extended my contract for one year extra. To Erwin, thank you for always being critical, patient and extremely precise with everything you do. Especially in the writing process, I have learned a lot from you. After your comments, on any kind of text produced by me, I was always confused if the font color was already red or not. I remember telling you this one time, and you happily replied to me that it is possible to set the track changes to a different color. To Gijs, I want to thank you for always being positive and enthusiastic about my science. After each of our meetings, I was always uplifted and excited again about my research. I really admire your creativity and the ability to see the value in any kind of data and make a story out of it. It has really increased the value of the work in this thesis. The synergy between the skillsets of you and that of Erwin has helped me a lot during the course of my PhD!

Gerrit, you have been my supervisor during my master project, and together, we have started the AFS project. Not only was it a great success from the start, it also inspired me to stay in Science and it really gave me a kickstart into my PhD. You are still one of the smartest people I know and I have learned a great
deal from you, thank you for all of that!

Thank you Daisuke, Leo, Davide, Anders and Claire for the time you have spent on my thesis as a member of the reading committee and/or opposition.

Raya, you are one of the most driven persons and also one of the most emotionally attached to science I have ever met. I remember when we were measuring together and during the day your thoughts could jump from “we are going to publish multiple Nature articles together” to “everything is shit, not interesting and it is better if we stop it now”. These two extremes were oscillating during the day. Although we had our ups and downs, I am very happy that we worked together. Maybe no Nature articles yet, but we will see what the future will bring. I wish you all the best with your scientific career, I am sure you will succeed!!!

Megghi and Mariska, the little virus girls, your personalities are so different, and yet you both end up in the same chapter of my thesis. Mariska, I appreciate your calm, peaceful and very precise way of working. It is not that you do not care, but it seems that any kind of setback in your working life is not affecting you at all. I think that is an amazing skill and many people could learn a lot from that. It will not be too long before I also get your book and hopefully we get that article published as well! Meg, you are crazy, no joke!, and especially in combination with your Irish friend, you guys are out of control. I mean this of course in the best possible way, we had many odd moments that I should better not mention here. I also enjoyed our scientific project together, experiencing also a very serious side of you. Good luck with the last year of your PhD.

Many thanks also to my students for all the work during their internships. Ramon, I explained you in the beginning of your project what the problem was, and after that you just worked on it for two months and now your work is part of a publication, great job! If you do your PhD with the same independent attitude, it will definitely be a success. Luuk, unfortunately science can be quite a struggle. Don’t let it get you down, because building a TIRF system and doing some useful measurements within a couple of weeks is almost impossible. Nander, I think you did a great job during your internship and hopefully there will be article out soon with your name on it. Besides that, it has also let you to your current job and soon we will be colleagues again. Tudor, it was great to have my first encounter with somebody from Moldova. I know a thesis can appear as big frightening mountain, but I am certain you will reach the top with a lot of joy and pride.
Thanks also to all my collaborators. Monika and Gregor, the AFS idea has found its existence in your lab even before I was in the picture, thank you for all the help we got from your side. Thierry, thank you for all the enthusiasm you have brought together with all your cells in the night bus from Paris to the VU, I hope we publish our article soon! Haroon, Richard, Jenneke and Astrid thank you for teaching me so much about cells, unfortunately they were not always willing to listen to the AFS. Hanke and Michel, we just started up our project let’s see what you guys can do with it.

Fabio and Felix thanks in advance for taking up the burden of being a paranymph and standing beside me on the stage. I want to thank you both for being great friends, when needed I know I can always count on you! Felix, the helper, as labelled by your new employer, but already clear to everybody for a long time. Your intrinsic enthusiasm, openness to new thing and helpfulness have led to many interesting activities, such as bathtub chess, basement saving against the flood, new year’s dives and many Lamesons. I hope that even though the boat is gone there will still be many parties in the future. Fabio, we started together in the Master, scavenger hunts in Uilenstede, boat rides and cooking ‘real’ Bolognese. I am happy that this continued in the PhD with beach volleyball, fishing catfish at your grandmother’s farm and the most amazing road trip in the States, where you taught me how to make campfires and have the best weakyleaks moments. Many great memories to cherish, let’s make sure we keep on making new ones!

I want to thank all the other people that made my PhD into a great experience during the years. Karsta, we started our Master together and I really enjoyed all beach volleyball, cappuccini break, boat rides and all the other activities we have done. I was really sad when you decided to move and do your PhD in France, however, that also meant a super nice holiday opportunity, where (if you are very lucky) you can see flamingos. Jules, good food, good wine and … some friends, luckily we (the friends) are still on the list. Hope to see you often in the future as well. Den, as I mentioned before, you are crazy, only because I learned from you that this is the greatest compliment you can get. Besides all the laughing, I also want to thank you for reading and commenting on parts of this thesis!

To all the old COSY group members, thank you for making me feel welcome in your club. I felt it from the beginning, partly due to all the social activities organized in the group like, hard liquor parties, beach volleyball matches, murder mystery games and crazy Odoorn weekends. Tjalle, Andrea, Daan and
Bram (Prevo), I came in your very male dominated U-030 room at the start of the PhD, although you already formed some strong friendships and most of you were at the end of the journey, I still felt very welcome here. Of course, this was also thanks to all the non-office mates, Marian, Aravinda, Els, Onno, the programming guru, thank you for helping me with my newbie programming problems and informing me about the most diverse facts during the coffee breaks. Niels, thanks for all the great times at the beach volleyball court. Ineke, I love your unrestrained options, but also your kindness and the fact that you are always there to help others.

Then, there are the constant forces in our group. Andreas the chemist master, I always enjoyed the deep and elaborated discussion if one of my protocols was not working anymore. Seyda, the DNA master, always willing to help others and most of the time have the correct solution ready. Iddo and Wouter, the newly fabricated PI’s, it is great to see your development and I wish you all the best with your careers. Graeme, at work a highly focused person, however in your free time I experienced that you transform in a very social and active person. Sandrine, my DNA maker, thank for the many pKYBI sample you made for me and all the great pics during the group activities, maybe you can shoot some as well during my defense?

Then there is the new COSY generation of the group Anna and Julia, our own lab safety inspectors. Besides being serious about your work, I can often hear you laugh from the other side of the office, luckily I can often participate in the fun. Jaap, the peanut butter with hagelslag guy, I’m happy you were there to fight against the female take over, I’m sorry that I have to leave you behind now. Ning and Vandana, I really enjoyed the presence of you both and I hope I receive your books soon as well. Mother Marjam, don’t put yourself to the background, you have a lot of interesting stuff to say as well! Hopefully your sample will be ready soon (finally, after 2 maybe 3 years), so you can start your own AFS adventure, good luck! Lungfu, in your first month you were already allowed to dress up like a power ranger and I haven’t seen a PhD student with a happier face. Dian, finally you found the house and the boyfriend is coming along as well, I hope this gives you some rest. Good luck to you all with your PhD’s and postdoc’s, it is with pain in my heart that I have to leave this amazing group.

Kiki, my new AFS apprentice. It is an honor transferring all my AFS knowledge to such a smart and fast learning person. If you keep up this pace, I am sure you will have a great PhD. May the acoustic force be with you!
Jordi, I don't know if you belong to the new or the old generation of our lab, but you're one of the most social persons I have met and I am very happy to become your colleague again.

Thanks also to the lab's long-term visitors, you all contributed to the nice atmosphere in the in group! Tianglong, Yan, Hongshan and many more, like Kathy, although not working here anymore, you made a more permanent connection to our lab. The Bachelor and Master students Ernst, Agata, Joost, Joey, Stella, Jasmijn, Rouquaya, Myrthe and many others. Giulia, I have never seen such a driven and entrepreneurial master student, good luck finishing up and then with the PhD!

Thanks also to all the non COSY group member Boy, Dirk, Max, Frank, Jelmer, Jianna, Joshua, Johannes, Judith, Kari, Leron, Mathi, Mattijs and Mirjam, Oleg, for all the numerous coffee room break. Bram (Mooij), fixing computer, bikes or borrowing a drill, if you can help someone you always do. Judith, it was a very brave and strong decision not to finish the PhD, but it was definitely the best for you. I wish you guys all the best and thanks again for all the good times!

Marja, Régine en Sandrijn, Thank you for all the administrative work behind the scenes. Many thank as well as to Pierre, Tim, Pieter, and all the other people from the mechanical and the electronical workshop.

Luca and Sev, although you were not in my research group, I feel that you both are part of my 4 years journey. Both of you have an inexhaustible source of energy that always bring me in a good mood! Thank you guys for the many dinner, parties and beach volleyball days. Of course Michael, my partner in crime at the beach volleyball court, although since you are at TNO it is a bit harder to show up, I hope we can fight for the SVU title once more this year.

Lukas, Guido and Chris, my high school friends. I am very grateful we kept our strong bond over the years! Together with all extra friends that come with this group, Dieter, Christopher, Hessel, Kumyl, Bram, Liza, Frederiek, Sitta, Özge, Esmeralda and Solange, thank you all for the many distractions you guys have given me from my PhD!

LUMICKS, I am very grateful that this company came into existence, because it was very rewarding for me to see that the research I did was directly implemented in a product. Also, developments within LUMICKS could directly be used by me, resulting in a nice synergy. After a little mating dance we will
now be integrated as one. I, for sure, am very excited to start the new adventure with a team of very smart and driven people!

**Mams** and **Paps**, you produced three sons with very different professions: an artist (**Jaap**), a business man (**Bas**) and scientist (me). Even though it is sometimes hard to understand each other’s world, everybody always tried and helped each other. Thanks for the support you all guys gave me during the last 4 years, but also for all the years before that!!!

**Fede**, you are the greatest gift that the PhD has given to me. Although we have met each other in the least romantic place I can imagine: the dark and wet basement of the VU, we already made it to the top of Amsterdam. My personal editor, besides being an amazing person in many aspects, you were also an enormous help to me in writing this thesis. As a dyslectic person I always feared the moment of having to write a whole book at the end of the PhD, but the fact that I could always count on you for proofreading any of my chapters has made it so much easier. Thank you for that and all the other support during my PhD! I hope I can return the favor in the future. I love you!